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7.1 Web Spam

..not just for email anymore

Users follow search results
- Money follows users... Spam follows money...

There is value in getting ranked high
- Funnel traffic from SEs to Amazon/eBay/...

Make a few bucks
- Funnel traffic from SEs to a Viagra seller

Make $6 per sale
- Funnel traffic from SEs to a porn site

Make $20-$40 per new member
- Affiliate programs
Web Spam: Motivation

Let’s do the math..

- Assume 500M searches/day on the web
- All search engines combined
- Assume 5% commercially viable

Much more if you include “adult-only“ queries

- Assume $0.50 made per click (from 5c to $40)
- $12.5M/day or about $4.5 Billion/year
Keyword stuffing and cloaking
Crawlers declare that it is a SE spider
They dish us an “optimized” page
Users see a completely different page

But
easy to detect for SE:
just detect
keyword density
Spam: query flooding

These search terms have been highlighted: rich chinese

We have the best selection of (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! porn! inside.

Only here will you find (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! pictures inside my (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! website.

Scroll down to get the latest information on everything.

The only (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! site with up to date collection of (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! also the latest gallery and (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! pictures.

You came here to see some (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! action, huh?

or some free (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! pictures, sex, anal & is this a fine ass on a really cute blonde?.

And if you agree to your terms and conditions go ahead and enter our free galleries of (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude!.

This has got to be the HOTTEST (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude! site on the internet.

Subscribe now for FREE and get Harcore XXX Pix Delivered Daily!

E-mail Address: your@email.com

A few minutes after subscribing, an e-mail will arrive for you with full details!

Yes, im ready.
Let Me Enter (asian) spoiled rich chinese babe eats grapes nude!

easy to detect for SE:
just detect the page is not about the query
Spam: defeating IR/NLP

Ideally, links should help: no one should link to these bad sites…
Getting links: grabbing expired domains
Getting links: link exchange

Accommodation Links

Rest of World

Accommodation Directories

Armchair Travel - Plan your next holiday, accommodation or travel arrangements
Cape Car Rentals - Your online resource for Car Rentals!
Pamela Lanier's Bed and Breakfast Guide Online - Free searchable database of over 58,000 quality Bed & Breakfast Inns, Small Hotels, Golf Courses, Family Travel Accommodations and more!
www.allearuropeaccommodation.com
Redflag - Chinese hotel travel guide
www.1stvacations.com
www.allcheaphotels.net
Discount Hotels - Discount Hotel Reservations Worldwide - find great discounts for all hotels worldwide
www.amsterdamhotels-discount.com
www.1st-berlin-hotels.com
Getting links: Mailing Lists

W3C home > Mailing lists > Public > ietf-http-wg@w3.org > April to June 2002

BE A PARTY ANIMAL! VIAGRA ONLINE

This message: [ Message body ] [ Respond ] [ More options ]
Related messages: [ Next message ] [ Previous message ]

From: <wil2@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 6 Jun 2002 07:12:59 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <006d81a45dae$3146c3b0$8dd4ac2@vrhcafe>
To: lit2@hotmail.com

BE A SUPERSTUD! VIAGRA ONLINE!
STAY HARD FOR HOURS, MAKE HER BEG FOR MORE!
http://213.139.76.134/meds/?aid=213994

BE THE TALK OF THE TOWN. BE A SEXUAL DYNAMO!
http://213.139.76.134/meds/?aid=213994

No Doctor office's to visit. Simply fill out our online form, and our U.S. Doctor will write your prescription will send your order within 48 hours.

http://213.139.76.134/meds/?aid=213994

MOST OTHER MAJOR PRESCRIPTION DRUGS ALSO.
Getting Links: Guestbooks

Spam prevention: CAPTCHA
Web Spam: Summary

**Content spam:**
- repeat words (boost tf)
- weave words/phrases into copied text
- manipulate anchor texts

**Link spam:**
- copy links from Web dir. and distort
- create honeypot page and sneak in links
- infiltrate Web directory
- purchase expired domains
- generate posts to Blogs, message boards, etc.
- build & run spam farm (collusion) + form alliances

**Hide/cloak the manipulation:**
- masquerade href anchors
- use tiny anchor images with background color
- generate different dynamic pages to browsers and crawlers
**Link Spam: General Scenario**

Typical structure:

```
+---+                  +---+
|   |                  |   |
|→  |  boosted         |→  |
|   |  pages           |   |
|   | (spam farm)      |   |
+---+                  +---+
```

Web transfers to p0 the „hijacked“ score mass („leakage“)

\[ \lambda = \sum_{q \in \text{IN}(p0) - \{p1..pk\}} \frac{\text{PR}(q)}{\text{outdegree}(q)} \]

**Theorem:**
p0 obtains the following PR authority:

\[
\text{PR}(p0) = \frac{1}{1 - (1 - \epsilon)^2} \left( (1 - \epsilon) \lambda + \frac{\epsilon(1 - \epsilon)k + 1}{n} \right)
\]

The above spam farm is optimal within some family of spam farms (e.g. letting hijacked links point to boosting pages).
Link Spam: Google bombs (1) – *George W. Bush*
Link Spam: Google bombs (2) - \textit{Hommingberger Gepardenforelle}
Spam Countermeasures

Basic Ideas:

- compute negative propagation of blacklisted pages (BadRank)
- compute positive propagation of trusted pages (TrustRank)
- detect spam pages based on statistical anomalies
- inspect PR distribution in graph neighborhood (SpamRank)
- learn spam vs. ham based on page and page-context features
- spam mass estimation (fraction of PR that is undeserved)
- probabilistic models for link-based authority
  (overcome the discontinuity from 0 outlinks to 1 outlink)
BadRank and TrustRank

**BadRank:**
start with explicit set B of blacklisted pages
define random-jump vector r by setting $r_i = 1/|B|$ if $i \in B$ and 0 else
propagate BadRank mass to predecessors

$$BR(p) = \beta r_p + (1 - \beta) \sum_{q \in OUT(p)} BR(q) / \text{indegree}(q)$$

**TrustRank:**
start with explicit set T of trusted pages with trust values $t_i$
define random-jump vector r by setting $r_i = t_i / |T|$ if $i \in B$ and 0 else
propagate TrustRank mass to successors

$$TR(q) = \tau r_q + (1 - \tau) \sum_{p \in IN(p)} TR(p) / \text{outdegree}(p)$$

**Problems:**
maintenance of explicit lists is difficult
difficult to understand (& guarantee) effects
7.2 Web Advertising

Banner ads (1995-2001)

- Initial form of web advertising
- Popular websites charged X$ for every 1000 “impressions” of ad
  - Called “CPM” rate
  - Modeled similar to TV, magazine ads
- Untargeted to demographically targeted
- Low clickthrough rates
  - Low ROI for advertisers
Performance-based advertising

Introduced by Overture around 2000

- Advertisers “bid” on search keywords
- When someone searches for that keyword, the highest bidder’s ad is shown
- Advertiser is charged only if the ad is clicked on

Similar model adopted by Google with some changes around 2002

- Called “Adwords”
Ads vs. Search Results

**GEICO** Car Insurance. Get an auto insurance quote and save today...
GEICO auto insurance, online car insurance quote, motorcycle insurance quote, online insurance sales and service from a leading insurance company.
www.geico.com/ - 21k - Sep 22, 2005 - Cached - Similar pages
Auto Insurance - Buy Auto Insurance
Contact Us - Make a Payment
More results from www.geico.com »

**Geico**, Google Settle Trademark Dispute
The case was resolved out of court, so advertisers are still left without legal guidance on use of trademarks within ads or as keywords.

Google and **GEICO** settle AdWords dispute | The Register
Google and car insurance firm **GEICO** have settled a trade mark dispute over ... Car insurance firm **GEICO** sued both Google and Yahoo subsidiary Overture in...
www.theregister.co.uk/2005/09/09/google_geico_settlement/ - 21k - Cached - Similar pages

**GEICO v. Google**
... involving a lawsuit filed by Government Employees Insurance Company (GEICO). **GEICO** has filed suit against two major Internet search engine operators, ...
www.consumeraffairs.com/news04/geico_google.html - 19k - Cached - Similar pages

---

Results 1 - 10 of about 2,230,000 for geico. (0.04 sec)

Sponsored Links
Great Car Insurance Rates
Simplify Buying Insurance at Safeco
See Your Rate with an Instant Quote
www.Safeco.com

Free Insurance Quotes
Fill out one simple form to get multiple quotes from local agents.
www.HometownQuotes.com

5 Free Quotes. 1 Form
Get 5 Free Quotes In Minutes!
You Have Nothing To Lose. It's Free
www.sayyessoftware.com/Insurance
Missouri

---

Google Logo

African Slaves For Sale
ebay.co.uk Low Priced African Slaves Big Selection! (aff)

Africans in America | Part 1 | Narrative | The African Slave Trade ...
... to West African ones. On the "middle" leg, ship captains such as John Newton (who later became a free of slavery), loaded their then-empty holds with slaves and ...
Web Advertising: Questions

Performance-based advertising works!
  • Multi-billion-dollar industry

Interesting problems
  • What ads to show for a search?
  • If I’m an advertiser, which search terms should I bid on and how much to bid?
Adwords problem

A stream of queries arrives at the search engine
- q₁, q₂, ...

Several advertisers bid on each query

When query qᵢ arrives, search engine must pick a subset of advertisers whose ads are shown

Goal: maximize search engine’s revenues

Clearly we need an online algorithm!

Simplest algorithm is greedy..

.. the greedy algorithm is actually optimal!
Advertizing: Justification (1)

Each ad has a different likelihood of being clicked
- Advertiser 1 bids $2, click probability = 0.1
- Advertiser 2 bids $1, click probability = 0.5
- Clickthrough rate measured historically

Simple solution
- Instead of raw bids, use the “expected revenue per click”

Each advertiser has a limited budget
- Search engine guarantees that the advertiser will not be charged more than their daily budget
Advertizing: Simplified Model

Assume all bids are 0 or 1
Each advertiser has the same budget B
One advertiser per query
Let’s try the greedy algorithm
  • Arbitrarily pick an eligible advertiser for each keyword
Bad scenario for greedy

Two advertisers A and B
A bids on query x, B bids on x and y
Both have budgets of $4
Query stream: xxxxyyyy
  • Worst case greedy choice: BBBB___
  • Optimal: AAAABBBBB
  • Competitive ratio = \( \frac{1}{2} \)

.. formal analysis shows this is the worst case
**BALANCE algorithm [MSVV]**

[Mehta, Saberi, Vazirani, and Vazirani]

For each query, pick the advertiser with the largest unspent budget
- Break ties arbitrarily

Two advertisers A and B
A bids on query x, B bids on x and y
Both have budgets of $4
Query stream: xxxxyyyyy
**BALANCE choice:** ABABBB__
- **Optimal:** AAAABBBB

**Competitive ratio = \( \frac{3}{4} \)**
Analyzing BALANCE

Consider simple case: two advertisers, $A_1$ and $A_2$, each with budget $B$ (assume $B \gg 1$)

Assume optimal solution exhausts both advertisers’ budgets

BALANCE must exhaust at least one advertiser’s budget

- If not, we can allocate more queries
- Assume BALANCE exhausts $A_2$’s budget
Analyzing Balance

\[ \text{Balance revenue} = 2B - x = B + y \]

Assume we have \( y \geq x \)

Balance revenue is minimum for \( x = y = \frac{B}{2} \)

Minimum Balance revenue = \( \frac{3B}{2} \)

Competitive Ratio = \( \frac{3}{4} \)
**General Result**

In the general case, worst competitive ratio of BALANCE is

$$1 - \frac{1}{e} = \text{approx. } 0.63$$

Interestingly, no online algorithm has a better competitive ratio.

Won’t go through the details here, but let’s see the worst case that gives this ratio.
Worst case for BALANCE

N advertisers, each with budget $B \gg N \gg 1$
NB queries appear in $N$ rounds of $B$ queries each
Round 1 queries: bidders $A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_N$
Round 2 queries: bidders $A_2, A_3, \ldots, A_N$
Round $i$ queries: bidders $A_i, \ldots, A_N$

Optimum allocation: allocate round $i$ queries to $A_i$
  - Optimum revenue $NB$
After $k$ rounds, sum of allocations to each of bins $A_k, \ldots, A_N$ is

$$S_k = S_{k+1} = \ldots = S_N = \sum_{1 \leq i \leq k} \frac{B}{N-i+1}$$

If we find the smallest $k$ such that $S_k \geq B$, then after $k$ rounds we cannot allocate any queries to any advertiser.
BALANCE analysis

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
B/1 & B/2 & B/3 & \ldots & B/(N-k+1) & \ldots & B/(N-1) & B/N \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
S_1
\]

\[
S_2
\]

\[
S_k = B
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
1/1 & 1/2 & 1/3 & \ldots & 1/(N-k+1) & \ldots & 1/(N-1) & 1/N \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
S_1
\]

\[
S_2
\]

\[
S_k = 1
\]
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**BALANCE analysis**

Fact: $H_n = \sum_{1 \leq i \leq n} \frac{1}{i} = \text{approx. } \log(n)$ for large $n$

- Result due to Euler

\[1/1 \quad 1/2 \quad 1/3 \quad \ldots \quad 1/(N-k+1) \quad \ldots \quad 1/(N-1) \quad 1/N\]

\[\log(N)\]

\[\log(N)-1\]

\[S_k = 1\]

$S_k = 1$ implies $H_{N-k} = \log(N)-1 = \log(N/e)$

$N-k = N/e$

$k = N(1-1/e)$
**BALANCE analysis**

So after the first $N(1-1/e)$ rounds, we cannot allocate a query to any advertiser

Revenue = $BN(1-1/e)$

Competitive ratio = $1-1/e$
General version of problem

Arbitrary bids, budgets
Consider query \( q \), advertiser \( i \)
- Bid = \( x_i \)
- Budget = \( b_i \)

BALANCE can be terrible
- Consider two advertisers \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \)
- \( A_1: x_1 = 1, b_1 = 110 \)
- \( A_2: x_2 = 10, b_2 = 100 \)
Generalized BALANCE

Arbitrary bids; consider query q, bidder i

- Bid = $x_i$
- Budget = $b_i$
- Amount spent so far = $m_i$
- Fraction of budget left over $f_i = 1-m_i/b_i$
- Define $\psi_i(q) = x_i(1-e^{-f_i})$

Allocate query q to bidder i with largest value of $\psi_i(q)$

Same competitive ratio (1-1/e)